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Preschool and Kindergarten Newsletter
“Let all that you do be done in Love.”
1 Corinthians 16:14
WHAT'S HAPPENING AT LCA?

Dear Leland Christian Academy Families,
We have jumped into 2021 with a positive outlook for the
new year. The teachers are encouraging the children to
stay focused on their weekly Bible lessons & verses, praise
songs and curriculum lessons! I have been spending some
time in each classroom and I continue to be amazed at
their progress.
Just a reminder, please leave your mask on the ENTIRE
time you are in the building, until you are in the parking
lot. USE sanitizer before touching our clock. Do not enter
the classrooms; drop off and pick up from the hallway.
Please exit out the back door (follow the arrows). It’s a joy
to allow the parents back in the building, but we are all
concerned about COVID-19 and want to keep everyone
safe. Thank you for helping us do so!
What a comfort it is to know that, as Christians, we put our
faith in a God who truly loves us. God sees the big picture
and knows all the facts; He has infinitely more wisdom
than we do. In His Word, He promises to make our paths
straight when we trust Him. We cannot see the long-term
consequences of all the events in our lives but, we can
trust the One who is in perfect control of everything that
happens.
In Prayer,
Jill Barbee
Director
We can make our plans, but the final outcome is in God’s hands.
Proverbs 16:1


CHILDREN’S BIRTHDAYS
Parker 2/4
Hayden E. 2/4
Cullen 2/5
Olsen 2/7
Jax 2/10
Beth 2/11
Charlie G. 2/11
David 2/11
Hayden & Hunter 2/11
Nolan 2/19
Koren 2/20
Noah B. 2/21
Lily 2/21
Brianna 2/26
Isaac 2/27
Lincoln 2/27
Beckett 2/28

STAFF BIRTHDAYS
Cindy 2/6
Beth 2/6
Leanne C. 2/13
Kate 2/17
Shaquona 2/28

IMPORTANT DATES

Parents please do NOT

2/5 Favorite Jersey Day
2/12 Valentine parties
2/17 PJ Day

⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧
 The LCA staff would like
to thank the PTU for the
wonderful Christmas cards.

enter classrooms

2/22-26 Spirit Week
Monday-Hippy/Tie Dye
Tuesday Superhero/princess
Wednesday Wacky/Dr. Seuss
Thursday Favorite sports team
Friday I love LCA day



PTU News
Congratulations
to Mrs. Evette!

Reminder, A
DR.’s NOTE is
needed to
return if your
child is too sick
to come to
school or must
leave school with
any of the listed
symptoms.
Thank you for
understanding.



February’s
Teacher of the
Month!


⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧



CONGRATS to the Christmas
door winners!
Mrs. Evette & Ms. Kelsey for the
back hall
Mrs. LeaAnn, Mrs. Missy & Mrs.
Angela for the front hall
Thank you to all who voted!
The winners received a nice
prize.

~~~~~

⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧⬧

 Lets see some school
spirit going on during spirit
week!

